We apply the Tannaka-Kreȋn duality theory for quantum homogeneous spaces, developed in the first part of this series of papers, to the case of the quantum SU p2q groups. We obtain a classification of their quantum homogeneous spaces in terms of weighted oriented graphs. The equivariant maps between these quantum homogeneous spaces can be characterized by certain quadratic equations associated with the braiding on the representations of SU q p2q. We show that, for |q| close to 1, all quantum homogeneous spaces are realized by coideals.
Introduction
This is a continuation of our previous paper on the Tannaka-Kreȋn duality for quantum homogeneous spaces. In this paper, we apply our general machinery to the case of the 'quantum SU p2q group' SU q p2q, where 0 ă |q| ď 1 [29, 30] .
The study of SU q p2q and its actions on noncommutative spaces has special significance in the study of compact quantum groups. The quantum SU p2q group was and remains the prime example of the matrix quantum group theory initiated by S.L. Woronowicz. Because of its close connection to the Drinfeld-Jimbo quantized universal enveloping algebra U q psl 2 pCqq, it gives rise to an interesting deformation of the finite-dimensional representation theory of sl 2 pCq.
Our goal here is to study operator algebras which allow SU q p2q, for some q, as an ergodic symmetry group. We shall refer to such operator algebras as quantum homogeneous spaces for SU q p2q. For q " 1, A. Wassermann's classification [28] of the ergodic actions of the classical Lie group SU p2q implied that it has only 'classical' quantum homogeneous spaces, in the sense that any such action can be obtained by induction from a (projective) representation of a closed subgroup of SU p2q. In particular, there are only countably many isomorphism classes of such actions.
The situation for SU q p2q with |q| ă 1 is drastically different. First, P. Podleś showed that there is a continuum of non-isomorphic 'quantum 2-spheres' over SU q p2q which do not necessarily correspond to quantum subgroups. R. Tomatsu [23] extended this by classifying all quantum homogeneous spaces over SU q p2q which are of coideal type. In another direction, J. Bichon, A. de Rijdt and S. Vaes [5] discovered that, for |q| small enough, a family of non-coideal type quantum homogeneous spaces exists, admitting large multiplicities for spectral subspaces. This diversity makes it important to understand the general structure of a quantum homogeneous space for SU q p2q, and this will be the main focus point of this paper.
In [8] , it was shown that the quantum homogeneous spaces over a compact quantum group G can be classified by the indecomposable semi-simple module C˚-categories over the tensor C˚-category of finite-dimensional unitary representations of G. In a purely algebraic setting, finite indecomposable semi-simple module categories for ReppSL q p2qq were classified in [9] . However, in the case of SU q p2q, the extra positivity conditions which are present mean that we have to further refine the classification of purely algebraic module categories over ReppSU q p2qq. On the other hand, we can treat the case of module categories having infinitely many irreducible objects (which was recently treated also in the purely algebraic case in [11] ). Secondly, because of the above positivity, we can label the parameter space of our classification in a more convenient way since all matrices concerned can be diagonalized. We first introduce some terminology.
Definition. An oriented graph Γ consists of a countable set Γ p0q , the set of vertices, and a countable set Γ p1q , the set of (oriented) edges, together with two maps Γ p1q s Ñ t Γ p0q called the source and target map. In particular, we allow an infinite number of vertices and edges, and multiple edges as well as loops at vertices. A cost (or weight) on an oriented graph is a positive real valued function W : Γ p1q Ñ R`on the edge set. When v is a vertex, the source cost W pvq P r0,`8s is the sum of the costs of all the edges leaving from v. We call an oriented graph symmetric if it can be equipped with an involution e Ñē on the edge set which interchanges source and target vertex of each edge. We call a cost on a symmetric graph balanced if one can choose an involution satisfying W peqW pēq " 1.
Definition. Let Γ be an oriented graph, and let T be a nonzero real number. A fair and balanced T -cost on Γ is a balanced cost on Γ such that the source cost at any vertex is equal to |T |, and with an even number of loops at each vertex for the case T ą 0. A graph with a fair and balanced T -cost is also called a fair and balanced T -graph.
Remarks.
1. We stress that in the above definitions, the involution is not part of the data set. More precisely, an isomorphism between two fair and balanced T -graphs pΓ i , W i q is simply a couple of bijective maps φ pkq : Γ pkq 1
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper q is a real number with 0 ă |q| ď 1. The q-integer pq´n´q n q{pq´1´qq is denoted by rns q . We shall frequently employ its absolute value |rns q |, which we will denote by n q .
The cyclic group of order n is denoted by Z n .
We will freely use notation and terminology as introduced in [8] . Although we shall briefly recall these notations when necessary, the reader is nevertheless strongly encouraged to consult [8] beforehand, particularly its Section 2 and the Appendix. Definition 1.1. The˚-algebra PpSU q p2qq of regular functions on the compact quantum group SU q p2q is the universal unital˚-algebra over C with generators u ij , where i, j P t1, 2u, subject to the relations
It is a Hopf˚-algebra whose coproduct is defined by
for any i, j P t1, 2u.
Consider the matrix u P M 2 pPpSU q p2with components pu ij q ij , and the matrixū with components pui j q ij . If we put
the defining relations (1.1) and (1.2) simply say that u is unitary andū " F´1uF .
Remark 1.2. At the classical limit q " 1, we obtain the Hopf˚-algebra of the matrix coefficients of finite-dimensional unitary representations of SU p2q. On the other extreme, when q "´1, the quantum group SU´1p2q can be interpreted as the free orthogonal quantum group O2 ( [3] ). N be the set t0, 1 2 , 1, 3 2 , . . .u of nonnegative half integers. The highest weight theory gives a labeling of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects in ReppSU q p2qq by 1 2 N. That is, for each n P 1 2 N, we have an irreducible representation u n , unique up to isomorphism, having the classical dimension 2n`1, and the quantum dimension 2n`1 q . The tensor product of two such representations decomposes the same way as in the classical case:
The first nontrivial irreducible representation u " u 1{2 is of special importance. It can be realized on a 2-dimensional Hilbert space H 1{2 with an orthonormal basis pe 1 , e 2 q, endowed with the comodule structure δpe i q " e 1 b u 1i`e2 b u 2i . Thus, the generators pu ij q ij of PpSU q p2qq are precisely the matrix coefficients for this choice of basis.
The matrix F is related to the duality for u. Namely, the linear map
is an intertwiner from u o to u l T u, and satisfies the equation
In particular, it follows that u itself is a dual object for u, and pR u ,´sgnpqqR u q gives a pair of duality morphisms. We then have that F e i " pei b idqR u for i P t1, 2u. Definition 1.3. Let C be a strict tensor C˚-category. We call a couple px, Rq a q-fundamental solution in C if x is an object in C, and R P Morp½ C , x b xq satisfies the condition (1.5) for px, Rq in place of pu, R u q.
We call two q-fundamental solutions px, Rq and py, Sq equivalent if there exists a unitary morphism U from x to y such that S " pU b UqR.
By the above definition, if px, Rq is a q-fundamental solution, one hasx " x by the duality morphism pair pR,´sgnpqqRq.
The following theorem is then well-known in one or another form. It states that the representation category of SU q p2q, which can also be realized as the Karoubi envelope of the Temperley-Lieb category, is the universal tensor C˚-category generated by a q-fundamental solution.
Theorem 1.4 (Chapter XII of [25] , Remark 2.2.4 in [9] , Lemma 6.1 of [31] , Theorem 6.2 of [18] , Sections 6-8 of [19] ). Let C be a strict tensor C˚-category, and let px, Rq be a q-fundamental solution in C. Then there exists a unique strict tensor C˚-functor F : ReppSU q p2qq Ñ C such that F u " x and such that R equals R F " F pR u q.
Moreover, two strict tensor C˚-functors F and G from ReppSU q p2qq into C are tensor equivalent if and only if the q-fundamental solutions pF u, R F q and pGu, R G q are equivalent.
Proof. The first part of the theorem as stated is found most explicitly, in the˚-setting, in [19] . However, one can easily modify the version in [25] to accommodate for the˚-structure. The second part is not found explicitly in these references, but can be deduced easily from their techniques: given an equivalence U between pF u, R F q and pGu, R G q, we get a map
Using that morphisms between u bn and u bm can be expressed as algebraic combinations of R u and Rů, it follows that the above map is natural. It can then be extended to the desired tensor equivalence.
Remark 1.5. The strictness assumption is not essential, since, in this particular case, any strong tensor C˚-functor from ReppSU q p2qq to C is equivalent with a strict one.
Let J be an index set. We recall that E J f is the rigid tensor C˚-category of JˆJ-graded Hilbert spaces H " ' v,wPJ H vw such that sup v ř w pdimpH vw q`dimpH wvă 8. Applying Theorem 1.4 to this category (which for all intents and purposes may be assumed strict), we obtain the following proposition. Let us show that the cost is balanced. If there are no edges from v to w, this means J vw " 0. Since J vw J wv "´sgnpqqid, it follows that also J wv " 0, and so there are no edges from w to v. Assume now that J vw ‰ 0. We consider the left polar decomposition J vw " J vw P vw , so that J vw is an isometric anti-linear map and P vw is a positive linear map. From the condition J vw J wv "´sgnpqq, we know that J vw is an anti-unitary, that P vw is invertible and that P´1 vw p´sgnpqqJv w q is the right polar decomposition of J wv . By the uniqueness of the (left) polar decomposition, we obtain J wv "´sgnpqqJv w and P wv " J vw P´1 vw Jv w . It follows that, with preservation of multiplicities, we have
This shows that W pH , Rq has an involution such that the cost becomes balanced. Thus, W pH , Rq is a fair and balanced 2 q -graph. Moreover, because J 2 vv "´sgnpqq, the multiplicity of 1 in Jv v J vv is even in case q ą 0 and the involution can be made fixed point free. We conclude that W pH , Rq is a fair and balanced r2s q -graph. Now, two q-fundamental solutions pH , Rq and pG , Sq with associated anti-linear maps J vw and I vw are equivalent if and only if there exists a bijection φ : J 1 Ñ J and unitaries U vw : G φpvqφpwq Ñ H vw such that J vw " U vw I φpvqφpwq Uv w . Hence we see that W pH , Rq does not depend on the equivalence class of pH , Rq, since this simply corresponds to relabeling of the vertices.
Conversely, let pΓ, W q be a fair and balanced r2s q -graph, with a labeling of its vertices by J. Choose an involution on the edge set as in the balancedness condition, fixed point free in case q ą 0. Choose an arbitrary function ρ : Γ p1q Ñ t´1, 1u such that ρpeqρpēq "´sgnpqq for all edges e. Such a function exists by the stated assumption in the q ą 0 case. Let H vw be the vector space spanned by the edges in Γ p1q having source v and range w, and make it into a Hilbert space by making these edges an orthonormal basis. Finally, let H be the Hilbert space direct sum of the H vw with the obvious JˆJ-grading. Note that by balancedness and fairness, the number of edges coming out of or going into any given vertex is uniformly bounded, so that It is left to show that these two maps are inverses of each other. The only difficulty may consist in showing that an arbitrary solution pH , Rq is isomorphic to the solution constructed from W pH , Rq as in the previous paragraph. However, choosing bases in the H vw which diagonalise the Jv w J vw , we get immediately a choice for the function ρ. It is then easy to construct the desired isomorphism. Proof. The theorem follows by combining Proposition 2.3 with [8, Theorem 6.4] . Since the powers of u generate ReppSU q p2qq, the graph W pH , Rq is connected if and only if the associated module category is connected, in which case the index set must necessarily be countable.
Connected fair and balanced graphs
In the following, each a priori unoriented graph will be interpreted as a symmetric graph in the obvious way.
Examples of fair and balanced graphs from Frobenius-Perron theory Proposition (c.f. Theorem 3.5 of [9]). Let Γ be a connected symmetric graph. Then Γ admits a fair and balanced T -cost for some T ă 0 if and only if it has finite degree, i.e. the number of edges emanating from a vertex is uniformly bounded. It admits a fair and balanced T -cost for some T ą 0 if in addition the number of loops at each vertex is even.
Proof. As already remarked in the Introduction and the proof of Proposition 2.3, the existence of a fair and balanced T -cost necessarily implies that the degree of the graph is finite.
Conversely, if Γ has finite degree, the norm }Γ} of the adjacency matrix ApΓq of Γ is finite. From classical Frobenius-Perron theory (for finite graphs) and [22] (for infinite graphs), it follows that we can find a formal eigenvector c of ApΓq at eigenvalue }Γ}, such that c v ą 0 for all vertices v. If then e is any edge from v to w, associate with it the cost c w {c v ą 0. It is clear that this cost is balanced. Moreover, the eigenvector property implies that it gives a fair and balanced T -cost for T "´}Γ}. Of course, this is a fair and balanced }Γ}-graph if the loops at vertices are even in number.
Remark 3.2.
1. When Γ is infinite, the same result of [22] gives that we have fair and balanced T -costs for any T with |T | ě }Γ}.
2. When Γ is a tree, any fair and balanced cost on Γ must arise from a Frobenius-Perron eigenvector. Indeed, choosing a root for the tree, one can assign to any vertex the product of the costs of the edges in the unique minimal path from the root to that vertex, which is easily seen to give an eigenvector for the adjacency matrix with strictly positive entries. In general, as in the Examples 3.14 below, other finite graphs might admit fair and balanced costs which are not induced by Frobenius-Perron vectors. See also the discussion in Theorem 3.5 of [9] , whose techniques are also applicable in the positive setting. The countable set of graphs with norm ă 2 has to be excluded of course, since it correspond to the root of unity case T " q`q´1 with q P te iπ n | n ě 3u, for which the operator algebraic SU q p2q is not defined. Cf. [16] .
Remark 3.4. The case of finite trees shows that there exist 'isolated' examples of quantum homogeneous spaces for SU q p2q which only appear at one particular value of |q|, c.f. the superrigid graphs in [9] . The matrices associated with these graphs tend to have non-integer norms, and hence the corresponding quantum homogeneous space algebras cannot be embedded equivariantly into full quantum multiplicity ones by [8, Proposition 7.5] . Cf. Corollary 4.2 of [20] for a related result.
Definition 3.5. Let Γ be an oriented graph, and let n be a positive integer. We let Γ pnq denote the graph which has the same vertices as Γ, and the paths of length n in Γ as its edges.
Proposition 3.6. Let T be a nonzero real number, and let Γ be a connected symmetric graph endowed with a fair and balanced T -cost W . Then, for any positive integer n, the graph Γ pnq admits a fair and balanced pp´1q n`1 T n q-cost.
Proof. When pe 1 , e 2 , . . . , e n q is an n-tuple of composable edges in Γ, we define the weight of the corresponding edge in Γ pnq to be ś n j"1 W pe j q. This way, Γ pnq admits the constant source weight |T | n . We can also define an involution on Γ pnq by sending pe 1 , . . . , e n q to pē n , . . . ,ē 1 q, and make it a fair and balanced p´|T | n q-cost. If the originally chosen involution e Ñē was free and n is odd, the involution pē n , . . . ,ē 1 q differs from pe 1 , . . . , e n q at least in the middle, so that we have in fact a p´p´T q n q-cost.
We note that, when n is even, connectedness of Γ does not imply connectedness of Γ pnq .
Remark 3.7. We give an interpretation of the above proposition in terms of the tensor C˚-functors between the categories ReppSU q p2qq for different values of q. Namely, using (1.5) successively, one sees that the morphism
Thus, for q 1 satisfying sgn q 1 " p´sgnpn and 2 q 1 " 2 n q , we get a q 1 -fundamental solution pu u l T n , R u l T n q in ReppSU q p2qq. This defines a tensor C˚-functor ReppSU q 1 p2qq Ñ ReppSU q p2qq, and any semi-simple module C˚-category over ReppSU q p2qq can be considered as one over ReppSU q 1 p2qq. The correspondence of fair and balanced graphs is as described in Proposition 3.6. Proposition 3.8. Let Γ " pV, E, s, tq be a connected graph. If there is a fair and balanced T -cost W on Γ, then one has }Γ} ď |T |. When the equality holds, the function W is constant on the set E v,w " te P E | speq " v, tpeq " wu for any pv, wq P VˆV .
Proof. Suppose that there is a fair and balanced T -cost on Γ. Consider an operator B from
Then, the condition ř e : speq"v W peq " |T | implies that B˚B " |T |id, so }B} " a |T |. Furthermore, consider the unitary operator U on ℓ 2 E defined by Ue "ē. Then, W peqW pēq " 1 implies that B˚UB is equal to the adjacency matrix ApΓq of Γ. Thus, we have }Γ} " }ApΓq} ď }B˚} }U} }B} " |T | .
Next, suppose that W peq ‰ W pf q for some edges satisfying pspeq, tpeqq " pspf q, tpf qq. Then, one may modify the above unitary U by setting Ue "f , Uf "ē, and otherwise keeping the same definition. Since
the matrix B˚UB admits an entry strictly larger than that of ApΓq at the pspeq, tpeqq-th place, and the same ones elsewhere. Thus we have }B˚UB} ą }ApΓq} and |T | ą }Γ}. Proof. Suppose that we are given a fair and balanced p´}Γ}q-cost on Γ. By Proposition 3.6, we obtain a fair and balanced p´}Γ} n q-cost on Γ pnq for any n. Since Γ pnq has the norm }Γ} n , Proposition 3.8 implies that the paths of same length, source, and target have the same cost. Thus, the argument of Remark 3.2.(2) also works for Γ, and we can reconstruct a FrobeniusPerron eigenvector pc v q v of Γ such that W peq " c tpeq {c speq .
Fair and balanced t-graphs from finite index subfactors
A fair and balanced cost structure can also be constructed on the principal graph of a subfactor. In this section we freely use constructions from subfactor theory, see for example [12] and [10] for details.
Let N Ă M be a II 1 -subfactor of finite index. Associated to this inclusion are the C˚-categories N-mod-N of N-N-bimodules and M-mod-N of M-N-bimodules, generated by the object N P N N N under the pair of adjoint functors
where the b denote the appropriate Connes fusion products.
Let X denote the direct sum C˚-category generated by a copy of N-mod-N and a copy of M-mod-N, so that in particular MorpX, Y q " 0 wherever X P N-mod-N and Y P M-mod-N. We can define an endofunctor F of X by taking M 
which is compatible with the right M-valued inner products xa b b, a
The natural embeddings N Ñ M and M Ñ M 1 induce a natural transformation R 0 from id X to F 2 , and in particular F may be identified with a self-adjoint object of E J f , where J is a parametrization of the irreducible objects in X . 
Proof. By construction, R0 is induced by the conditional expectations E N : M Ñ N and
This implies the first equality.
Next, let us compute the effect of the operation pR0 b idqpid b R 0 q. If X is an N-N bimodule, this is given by a b x Ñ E M pa b 1q b x for a P M, x P X, where we identify a b 1 with an element of M 1 as in (3.1) and apply E M . Using E M pe N q " rM : Ns´1, we can compute E M pa b 1q " rM : Ns´1 {2 a. If X is an M-N bimodule, R 0 can be also written as
using a Pimsner-Popa basis pm j q j of M over N, in the notation of [17] . Then, the effect of pR˚b idqpid b Rq can be expressed as
This completes the proof.
It follows that pF, rM : Ns 1{4 R 0 q is a q-fundamental solution in EndpX q for the q satisfying r2s q "´rM : Ns 1{2 . If we change the embedding M Ñ M 1 to x Þ Ñ´x in the definition of R 0 , we obtain a q-fundamental solution with r2s q " rM : Ns 1{2 . By construction, the corresponding graph is the principal graph of N Ă M. The '2-step construction' of Proposition 3.6 on the even vertices gives a p1`q 2 q-fundamental solution of Pinzari-Roberts [20] .
Remark 3.11. Suppose that the inclusion N Ă M is of finite depth, so that the associated principal graph is a finite graph of norm rM : Ns 1{2 . Corollary 3.9 implies that the q-fundamental solution pF, Rq constructed from this inclusion is isomorphic to the one given in the existential part of Proposition 3.1 (this can also be verified by the explicit computation of the Frobenius reciprocity, see [10, Theorem 9 .71]), and hence does not retain anything from the original subfactor except for its principal graph. In the infinite depth case, there is room for more structure. For example, for any irreducible unitary representation u of some compact quantum group, there is a subfactor of index dim q puq whose principal graph is the decomposition graph of 1, u, u l Tū, u l Tū l T u, . . . [2, 26] . If u is the fundamental representation of SU q p2q itself, we recover the graph A 8 with the fair and balanced 2 q -cost. To see this, choose a fair and balanced r2s q -cost, and put a " W p0 Ñ 1q ą 0. Then we have
Explicit examples
Let us write W p1 Ñ 2q " b and W p´1 Ñ 0q " c. By the constant source weight condition, b`a´1 " 2 q and c´1`a " 2 q . Since (3.2) also holds for b and c, we find
By induction, we deduce that
and hence, taking a limit n Ñ 8, that q ď a ď q´1. But each such a can be written as
for a unique x P R Y t˘8u. Since the W pm Ñ m`1q are obviously determined by the value of a, and since the weights W q,x as above are easily seen to give a fair and balanced r2s q -graph, our claim is shown.
Since the flip m Þ Ñ´m exchanges parameters x and´x, and since the translation m Þ Ñ m˘1 exchanges parameters x and x¯1, we may restrict to the case of 0 ď x ă 1. In this range, the weighted graphs are mutually non-isomorphic and exhaust all the possibilities of such weighted graphs. The vertices m P Z of pA 8, 8 , W q,x q correspond to the family of Podleś spheres S 2 qcpx`mq for SU q p2q for a particular parametrization x Ñ cpxq, see Example 5.7.
Example 3.13. For any 0 ă |q| ď 1, the graph D8 (Figure 2 ) admits a unique structure of a fair and balanced r2s q -graph. The quantum homogeneous space corresponding to either of the endpoints is the quantum real projective plane algebra CpRP 2( [13, 14] Figure 4) . Then one can check that this graph has a structure of a fair and balanced 2 q -graph only when |q| " 1. The same goes for the graphs E . Then this does not admit the structure of a fair and balanced r2s q -graph for any q with 0 ă |q| ď 1. Similarly, when 0 ă |q| ă 1, the graphs D n for odd n, and the graphs A 1 m for 3 ď m ă 8, in the notation of [23, Appendix] , do not admit fair and balanced r2s q -costs for 0 ă |q| ď 1. Hence we obtain that there is no quantum homogeneous space corresponding to these graphs, refining the result of Tomatsu stating the non-existence of such algebras among the coideals of CpSU q p2qq. Using the results of the previous two sections, let us give now a direct combinatorial proof of the classification of quantum homogeneous spaces for SU p2q, as first obtained by Wassermann in [28] by using 'half' of the categorical structure and more computational techniques. We shall say that a graph is of extended ADE type if it is a point and a double loop, or one of A p1q n for 1 ě n, D p1q n for 4 ď n, E p1q n for n " 6, 7, 8, A 8,8 , D8, or A 8 , that is, one of the graphs appearing in [28] .
1 This (see also Example 6.5) corrects the error in [23, Theorem 7 .1], which claimed the existence of a coideal of type D 1 and the nonexistence of the types A 1 m for any negative q due to a circular argument in its proof; Tomatsu has notified us of a correct proof based on the 'generators and relations' approach [24] . Our result agrees with his corrections. Since the involution has to be fixed point free, we obtain that the graph is of extended ADE type. Now, Corollary 3.9 implies that the fair and balanced cost is uniquely determined by the graph structure. Hence the only classification parameter is the graph alone. As is well known, all these graphs are realized by closed subgroups of SU p2q.
We obtain an analogous classification for the case of q "´1 by the same strategy as above. (m " 3, 4, . . .) are also allowed. Again, any of these graphs are known to correspond to a coideal (see [23, 24] or Section 6 of this paper).
Further expanding on this approach, we can go a little further and also list explicitly the quantum homogeneous spaces over SU q p2q when |q| is very close to 1. Proof. It is well known that there is a spectral gap between 2 and the next number t 0 which can arise as the norm of an adjacency matrix ([12, Theorem I.1.2.], the case of infinite graphs being easily incorporated as unions of finite graphs). Then, with q 0 " t 0 {2, one has 2 q ă t 0 whenever q 0 ă |q| ă 1. By Proposition 3.8, any graph associated with an ergodic action of SU q p2q for such q must have the graph norm 2, i.e. must be of extended ADE type. Given any fair and balanced r2s q -cost on such a graph, one can choose an appropriate vertex and solve the equation for an equivariant homomorphism into CpSU q p2qq, which gives a realization as an coideal.
N, the latter having the natural Hilbert space structure xf, gy " f˚g. We fix an orthonormal basis of each (non-zero) H vw " F puq vw " Morpx v , u b x w q once and for all, and denote their disjoint union over all v, w as pf i q iPL for some index set L. In order to specify which component f i is in, we define maps s and t from L to J by pspiq, tpiqq " pv, wq if f i P F vw .
Definition 5.1. For i P L and j P t1, 2u with pspiq, tpiqq " pv, wq, we denote by z ij the element 
We next deduce certain relations among the elements δ v and z ij . First, the following equalities are obvious by construction.
Lemma 5.3. For any w P J, one has the following relation inside A :
Note that the sum on the left hand side is finite, as H vw is non-zero for only a finite number of v when w is fixed.
Proof. 
Proof. Applying the coaction to the above formula, the unitarity of u implies that the left hand side represents an invariant element. Since it lies in A spiq spiq , it must be a scalar multiple of id spiq . Applying E G to it (cf. [8, Lemma 5.15] ) and using the conjugate equations, we obtain that this scalar must be ř j 1 dimqpuq xR u p1q, e j b ppej b id u qR u p1qqyfi f k , which by the orthogonality of the f i reduces to δ i,k .
The final relation expresses the adjoints zi j as a linear combination of elements of the form z kl . It is here that the weight W on the graph will be used. Recall from (1.6) the antilinear maps J vw associated with our q-fundamental solution pH , Rq. Consider the matrix E pvwq ij "´sgnpqqxJ vw f j , f i y, where spjq " tpiq " v and tpjq " spiq " w. Then the identity J vw J wv "´sgnpqq can be written as ÿ kPL pspkq,tpkqq"pv,wq
Recall also the matrix F introduced after Definition 1.1. Lemma 5.5. For any i P L and j P t1, 2u with pspiq, tpiqq " pv, wq, we have
where z pv,wq is the matrix of z ij with pspiq, tpiqq " pv, wq.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have that zi j has only a non-zero component at a " 1{2, where it equals the element rpRů b id w qpid u b f i qs b pej b id u qpR u p1qq. Now pR u b id w q P Morpx w , ububx w q, and the latter space can be identified with F pubuq ww " ' v F puq wv bF puq vw , by strict tensoriality of F . Under this correspondence, the element pR u b id w q coincides, by construction, with the element ' v R wv p1q. But the latter can be written
Identifying again with Morpx w , u b u b x w q, we obtain the equality
Plugging this into the expression for zi j above, and using orthogonality of the f i , we obtain
Since´sgnpqqpej b id u qR u p1q " F 1j e 1`F2j e 2 , this is precisely the formula for zi j as stated in the lemma.
We now aim to show that these relations are the universal ones by which one can define A . We write C c pJq for the algebra of finitely supported functions on J, and we denote δ v P C c pJq for the Dirac function at v P J. We identify C c pJq with its copy inside A .
Theorem 5.6. Let A be the (not necessarily unital)˚-algebra generated by a copy C c pJq and elements Z ij for i P L, j P t1, 2u satisfying the relations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) in place of z ij . Then the natural˚-homomorphism
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let us first prove surjectivity of π. That is, we want to show that the z ij generate A . If this is not the case, there would be a nonzero morphism f P Morpu a b x v , x w q, for some a P 1 2 N and v, w P J, which is orthogonal to the morphisms in Morpu l T k b x v , x w q for any k P N. Since any u a is contained in some u l T k , this is impossible.
To prove now the bijectivity of π, we construct an explicit formula for its inverse. To obtain it, we modify a technique which is very useful in the manipulation of Galois objects (cf. [4] , see also the more direct proof in [5] ).
We first remark that there exists a coaction of PpSU q p2qq on A, which we will also denote as α, uniquely determined by the formula
That α is well-defined follows from the form of this formula (for (5.1)) and the fact that pu ij q i,j is unitary (for (5.2) and (5.3)). Moreover by (5.4), α is a˚-homomorphism. From the form of α, it also satisfies the coaction property, and hence defines a coaction of PpSU q p2qq. Note that π is then an equivariant map. In the following, we will use the shorthand notation αpxq " x p0q b x p1q both for x P A and x P A.
Denote now by B the (not necessarily unital)˚-algebra generated by a copy of C c pJq and elements Y ij for i P t1, 2u and j P L, subject to δ r Y ij δ s " δ spiq,v δ tpiq,w Y ij and the relations
which are simply the relations defining the opposite algebra of A.
By the defining relations for PpSU q p2qq, the formula
defines a unital˚-homomorphism, where we put B vw " δ v Bδ w , and where the codomain is considered inside a completed tensor product of the algebras B and A, or alternatively as left multiplication operators on B b A. Let us write the components of βpxq as βpxq vw P B vw b A vw . We will employ the shorthand notation βpxq vw " x r1,vws b x r2,vws .
As a final ingredient, define an anti-isomorphism
which is well-defined by the symmetry of our relations. Then S restricts to maps S vw : B vw Ñ A wv .
Write E G for the map A Ñ C c pJq sending x to pid b ϕ G qαpxq. Define then
We claim that φ " ' v,w φ vw is an inverse for π.
To see this, pick y P A vw . Then φ vw pπpyqq " E G pπpy p0q S vw py p1qr1vwsy p1qr2vws by equivariance of π. We argue that in fact (5.5) y p0q S vw py p1qr1vws q b y p1qr2vws " δ v b y.
Indeed, using the multiplicativity of α and β and the anti-multiplicativity of S, we have that equation (5.5) holds for a product if it holds for the separate factors. Hence (5.5) only has to be verified on the generators Z ij , Zi j and δ i , which follows from an easy computation using the defining relations. It follows that φpπpyqq " y, and that φ is the inverse of π.
Another calculation shows that this gives an equivariant map from PpS 
Equivariant morphisms
The result of [8, Section 7] can be specialized to the SU q p2q case in a form only involving the q-fundamental solutions. We continue to abbreviate u " u 1{2 . If X is a quantum homogeneous space for SU q p2q, we write D X for the ReppSU q p2qq-module C˚-category of finite equivariant Hilbert C˚-modules, and we write the module explicitly by M as in [8, Definition 2.14] for emphasis. We denote by E X the tensor C˚-category of endofunctors of X, and R X for the associated q-fundamental solution.
Let now X and Y be quantum homogeneous spaces over SU q p2q. If there is an SU q p2q-morphism from Y to X represented by an equivariant homomorphism f : CpXq Ñ CpYq, the induced ReppSU q p2qq-homomorphism pθ # , ψq from D X to D Y must make the diagram
commutative for arbitrary object x P D X . Let J (resp. J 1 ) be an index set of irreducible classes in D X (resp. in D Y ), and F tr " MorpY t , F pX rfor pt, rq P J 1ˆJ be the vector spaces associated with θ # . In terms of the vector spaces pF tr q rPJ,tPJ 1 , pF X rs q r,sPJ , and pF Y tu q t,uPJ , the above means that the unitary maps ψ u,t,s : à
The next proposition shows that any ReppSU q p2qq-homomorphism functor can be characterized by this commutativity. Proof. The assertion implies that there is a natural equivalence ψ : Mpu, G´q Ñ GMpu,´q of functors from D X to D Y such that the diagram
is commutative.
We first define the isomorphisms
for k P N and x P D X by ψ u bk ,x " Gpφ´kq˝ψ˝Mpψ, Mpu,¨¨¨, xq¨¨¨q˝¨¨¨˝Mpu, Mpu¨¨¨, ψq¨¨¨q˝φ k .
Next, the assumption on pG, ψq implies that any morphism f : u bk Ñ u bk`2 in ReppSU q p2qq of the form R j,j`1 satisfies f ψ u bk ,x " ψ u bk`2 ,x f for arbitrary x. Applying the˚-operation to the diagram (6.3) and using the fact that ψ is unitary, we obtain the same statement for the morphisms Rj ,j`1 . Since the morphisms of the form R j,j`1 and Rj ,j`1 for j P N generate the full subcategory of ReppSU q p2qq with the objects pu bk q kPN , we conclude that f ψ u bk ,x " ψ u bk 1 ,x f for arbitrary f P Morpu bk , u bk 1 q and x P D X . Now a standard argument shows that ψ can be extended to ReppSU q p2qq.
By virtue of the above theorem, we can reduce the problem of finding equivariant morphisms between quantum homogeneous spaces to solving a series of quadratic equations on the set of unitaries. For example, this gives another way to classify the coideals of SU q p2q which is easier and more conceptual than the 'generators and relations' method of Podleś and Tomatsu. In some parts of Tomatsu's classification, various consideration about the (non)existence of coideals with particular graphs needed to be combined each other to say whether a coideal of a particular diagram exists or not. In our approach, in order to determine the existence of a particular type of coideal, we only need to study edge weights and the quadratic equation on unitaries for that particular graph. 
for m P Z satisfying the compatibility condition of Theorem 6.1. The q-fundamental solution of the Podleś sphere for the parameter x can be represented býˇˇˇˇq
where ξ m,m˘1 are unit vectors in H m,m˘1 . Fix a unit vector ξ m in F m for each m P Z. First, let us consider the case 0 ă q. Comparing the above with the q-fundamental solution of u in (1.4), we deduce that ψ has to be of the form
if x " 8, we take p´1q m α mᾱm`1 λe 2 b ξ m and p´1q mᾱ m α m´1 e 1 b ξ m respectively) for some unit modulus complex numbers pα m q mPZ and λ. The case of q ă 0 is almost the same, given by
Taking into account of the gauge action (see [8, Corollary 7 .4]), we see that there is an free transitive action of Up1q on the embeddings of CpS 2 q,x q if x ‰ 8 (given by the right translation of Up1q), and that the embedding is unique for x " 8. Example 6.5. Consider the case q "´1 and X is either of the ones in Example 3.16. We then find solutions of pG, ψq for the embeddings CpXq Ñ CpSU´1p2qq coinciding with the results of [24] . As an illustration let us consider the graph D 1 3 . It has three vertices we label by`,´,˚, where˚is the middle one admitting a loop around it. Since the associated graded vector space has 1-dimensional components, we pick a unit vector in each component denoted by ξ`˚P F`˚, etc. Thus, the q-fundamental solution can be represented by the vectors
The vector spaces pF˚, F`, F´q associated with G : D X Ñ ReppSU q p2qq has to satisfy dim F˚" 2 and dim F`" dim F´" 1. We take a basis pξ 1 , ξ 2 q of F˚, and unit vectors ξ˘P F˘. Solving the equation for ψ, we find that the solutions are the following two families, both parametrized by β P Up1q. The first is 7 The C˚-algebra of a quantum homogeneous spaces
It would be very pleasing if certain properties of the CpXq could be deduced directly from their associated fair and balanced r2s q -graph. For example, can something be said about the type of quantum homogeneous spaces from the equivariant K-groups. First, let us briefly review their methodology. In the Z-equivariant KK-category, there is an exact triangle of the form
where τ is the automorphism of C 0 pZq given as the translation by 1 P Z. By the Baaj-Skandalis duality and the Takesaki-Takai duality, we obtain an exact triangle
in the Up1q-equivariant KK-category. The induction from Up1q to SU q p2q gives yet another exact triangle involving the standard Podleś sphere and SU q p2q, CpUp1qzSU q p2qq Ñ CpUp1qzSU q p2qq Ñ CpSU q p2qq Ñ CpUp1qzSU q p2qq, in the SU q p2q-equivariant KK-category. This triangle can be lifted to a DpSU q p2qq-equivariant exact triangle for the Drinfeld double DpSU q p2qq. The solution of the Baum-Connes conjecture for SU q p2q by Voigt states that CpUp1qzSU q p2qq is DpSU q p2qq-equivariantly KK-equivalent to C ' C, hence we obtain an exact triangle of the form (7.1) C ' C Ñ C ' C Ñ CpSU q p2qq Ñ pC ' Cqr1s. Then K 0 pCpXqq (resp. K 1 pCpXqq) is the cokernel (resp. kernel) of φ.
Proof. For any G-C˚-algebra A, the braided tensor product A b´is an exact functor from the category of DpSU q p2qq-algebras to that of SU q p2q-algebras. Thus, applying it to the triangle (7.2), we obtain an exact triangle of SU q p2q-algebras
This induces a 6-term exact sequence of the K SU q p2q -groups. Now, we have a natural identification Ab C » A as SU q p2q-algebras. Moreover, Ab CpSU q p2qq is naturally isomorphic to CpSU q p2qq b A triv , where A triv denotes is the C˚-algebra A with the trivial CpSU q p2qq-coaction. By the Green-Julg isomorphism and the Takesaki-Takai duality, we have K This shows that z´1 acts by the matrix of assertion.
Example 7.5. Let us consider an ergodic action of SU q p2q of full quantum multiplicity, cf. [5] . This means that the associated weighted graph has a single vertex, and its loops can be labeled by a multiset S of positive real numbers λ i , of even cardinality when q ą 0, such that S " S´1 and such that the sum of all elements in S equals 2 q . Let us denote by F S some real-valued matrix such that F 2 S "´sgnpqq, and such that S forms the set of eigenvalues of F˚F (taking account of multiplicities). Then the ergodic action associated with our weighted graph is the C˚-algebra denoted A o pF S , F q in [5] (which up to isomorphism does not depend on the concrete choice of F S , and where we recall that F is the matrix (1.3) ).
In this case, we have that K SU q p2q 0 pA o pF S , F" C, and the matrix φ from Theorem 7.4 becomes
where n is the number of loops in our graph. It follows that, for n ‰ 2, the A o pF S , F q have Cuntz-algebra-like behaviour in that K 1 pA o pF S , F" 0 and K 0 pA o pF S , F" Z n´2 .
